
MATERIALS

Caron Simply Soft (100% acrylic, 170 g/6 oz, 288 m/315 yds)
2 skeins White, 1 skein each Pumpkin, Light Country Blue, Country Blue
Size H/5.00mm hook, tapestry needle, scissors
Optional Link to YouTube Video Tutorial: https://youtu.be/C6Fy48ste4w

SIZE

Finished size 34 in x 36 in

STITCHES

Half Double Crochet 2 Together (HDC2tog): Yarn over (YO) and insert your hook into the indicated
stitch, YO and pull a loop back through. YO and insert your hook into the next stitch, YO and pull a loop
back through. YO and pull through all 5 loops on your hook. 

Double Crochet (DC): YO, insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull through first two loops
on hook, YO and pull through remaining two loops on hook. 
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Herringbone Half Double Crochet (HHDC): YO, insert your hook, YO, pull up a loop and continue
pulling through the first loop on the hook. YO and pull through final two loops on the hook. 

Single Crochet (SC): Insert your hook, YO and pull up a loop, YO, pull through two loops.

PATTERN

Chain 115. (You may use any odd number if you want to make your own size.)

ROW 1: With white, work 1 HDC2tog cluster across the 4th and 5th chain from the hook. (Yarn over,
insert hook in 4th chain from the hook, yarn over and pull a loop back through, yarn over, insert hook in
5th chain from hook, yarn over and pull a loop back through, yarn over and pull through all loops on
hook.) In 5th chain, work 1 DC. 

*Work 1 HDC2tog across next 2 stitches, 1 DC in the second stitch (meaning the stitch where the last leg
of the HDC2tog landed.) Repeat from * across the row. Work 1 HDC2tog across the last stitch of the row
and the top of the skipped 3 starting chains. Chain 3 and turn. 

ROW 2: Work 1 HDC2tog across the first 2 stitches of the row, 1 DC in the second stitch. *Work 1
HDC2tog across next 2 stitches, 1 DC in the second stitch. Repeat from * across the row. Work 1
HDC2tog across the last stitch and the top of the turning chain. Chain 3 and turn. 

Row 3 to the end of the blanket: Repeat row 2. 

Work the color changes in this order: 

2 white, 2 pumpkin, 2 white, 2 light country blue, 4 white, 6 dark country blue, 3 light country blue, 2
white, 2 pumpkin, 2 white, 2 dark country blue, 2 white, 6 light country blue, 3 dark country blue, 2 white,
2 pumpkin, 2 white, 2 light country blue, 2 white, 6 dark country blue, 3 light country blue, 4 white, 2 dark
country blue, 2 white, 2 pumpkin, 2 white. 

BORDER

Weave in all ends. 

Round 1: With white, pull up a loop in any corner, chain 1 and SC in that space. Work 1 SC into each
stitch across the top and bottom of the blanket, work 3 SC into each corner and work approximately 3 SC
per 2 rows along the sides of the blanket. (Work your SC as evenly as possible on the sides of the blanket.)
Slip stitch to starting SC. 



Rounds 2 and 3: Continue in the same direction and work 1 Herringbone Half Double Crochet
(HHDC) into each stitch. Work 3 HHDC into each corner stitch. At the end of the 3rd round, join with a
slip stitch, chain 2 and turn.

Rounds 4 and 5: Work the HHDC in each stitch. Work 3 HHDC into each corner stitch. At the end of
the 5th round continue with one round of all SC. 

Round 6: Work SC into each stitch, work 3 SC into each corner. Tie off and weave in all ends when
finished with the round. 

xo, Tiffany
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